explained in the epistolary poem known as the Letter to Gloucester, a matter of life and death: without the duke's speedy attention and assistance, someone (or rather, as his poem suggested, something) would go the way of all flesh. ''Riht myhty prynce, and it be your wille,'' he began, ''out shake'' the Letter for all that its central bodily metaphor is worth (though hopefully less violently and with less tragic result), and to do so by reading it alongside another poem that Lydgate is believed to have composed in the same period, the Fabula duorum mercatorum [The Story of the Two Merchants]. 4 Before outlining my argument, it will be useful immediately to proffer a summary of both poems, acknowledging from the outset that at sixty-four lines arranged in eight stanzas, the Letter is much shorter than the Fabula (which runs to 910 lines in 130 stanzas), and that my description and subsequent analysis of the two works will by necessity be correspondingly weighted. But what may look in what follows like a focus on the details of the Fabula is not at all intended to imply the lesser significance of the Letter; instead, I hope the attention I pay the Fabula will allow us to see the details of the shorter poem afresh, and as participating in a discursive network that extends beyond the rather compact showcase in which they appear.
After its opening plea for attention, its reference to the writer's funereal attire, and its striking image of the gutted money-bag, in its second stanza the Letter relates the speaker's unsuccessful search for a doctor able to do something more with his treatment than further ravage the wallet. In the third through sixth stanzas, the financial crisis of poet and purse is elaborated by images of stalled ships that, lacking wind in their sails, cannot make land in the purse's empty harbor; of coins that never arrive from the mint; of weights or scales thrown out of balance; of the purse as a feverish patient; of eclipses and alchemical elements; and above all of the continued darkness and dryness plaguing the bag's inte- rior, which awaits the relief that only a bright influx of gold and silver can provide. The envoy of the last two stanzas briefly chastises the poem itself for its impertinence (''why art thu nat ashamyd, / So malapertly to shewe out thy constreynt?'' [49-50]) but then relapses into lament, excusing its outspokenness on the metaphorical grounds of a poverty now figured as a drained barrel, a consumptive illness, a patch of barren soil, and finally as an empty sanctuary into which God is willed at the verses' end to send salvation in the form of the ''cleer soun of plate and of coignage'' (64) .
The more extended narrative of the Fabula originates in a widespread tale that first appeared in Western Europe in Petrus Alphonsus's twelfth-century Disciplina Clericalis and remained popular through the early modern period. It is the story of two merchants, one from Egypt and the other from Baldac (in Syria), who, sight unseen, become close friends after each learns of the other's outstanding reputation for honest dealing. 5 Eventually, the Syrian merchant visits his friend in Egypt, where he falls desperately in love with his host's fiancée. Unwilling to betray their friendship, he takes no action regarding the girl and so falls into a life-threatening lovesickness, a melancholy from which he is saved only when the Egyptian learns what has caused the illness and then cures the Syrian by giving him his beloved to wed, along with her dowry. The Syrian and his new wife return home, where they begin to live happily ever after. The Egyptian, however, now has some bad luck in his business affairs. Losing all his wealth, he finds himself destitute, and so decides to travel to Baldac to ask his friend for help. Upon arriving in Syria, he takes overnight shelter in a temple. That same evening, a murder is committed near where the impoverished man sleeps, and so 5 The two protagonists are merchants in the original narrative from the Disciplina as well as in the Alphabetum, Jacob's Well, and Lydgate's Fabula; in the others, they are either knights (the Gesta) or young noblemen (the Decameron and Elyot's Book). Of those starring merchants, Lydgate's is by far the most elaborate and the only version in verse; unless noted otherwise, the textual details I examine closely in what follows are entirely his. It is worth noting, however, that much of what I argue about the economic themes of the Fabula is in some sense latent in Petrus Alphonsus's brief narrative and ripe for development along precisely the lines Lydgate chose more than three centuries later.
eager is he to die in order to escape his misery that he confesses falsely to the crime and is condemned to death. Just as the sentence is pronounced, however, the Syrian merchant passes by and recognizes his friend; to save him, he claims to have committed the murder himself. This generous deed moves the real killer to confess the truth to the watching crowd, the king pardons all three men, and the Syrian merchant divides all his wealth with the Egyptian in order to restore him to prosperity.
As can already be observed from these two summaries alone, despite their differing genres and disparate lengths the Letter and Fabula are structured by a remarkably similar series of inversions and (in the case of the Letter, implied or desired rather than actualized) reversals: health is overturned by illness and is then recovered, wealth disintegrates into penury and is then restored. To take note of the shared form and content of both poems, as I will do in some detail below, is to do something more than remark yet again upon Lydgate's penchant for recycling words and images across his extensive oeuvre. It is rather to see one of the ways that the most prominent English poet of the age negotiated in his verse the anxieties attendant upon two different forms of socioeconomic exchange-that of patronage, on the one hand, and commerce, on the other. 6 My larger argument in what follows is that beyond their basic structural similarity, the verse petition and the longer romance operate as thematic or, better, as economic inversions of the other. By this I mean that in its attempt to manage the patron-client system of late medieval literary production in its speaker's best interest, the Letter affects a posture of commercialism: it implies by virtue of its predomi- nantly mercantile metaphors that the poet is not a petitioner caught in the subservient role of literary beggar, but instead a kind of maker and merchant rightfully owed payment for the goods he has provided a customer.
7 By contrast, the Fabula-a tale starring two players skilled in just the sort of transactions toward which the Letter hopefully gesturesemploys the language of courtly reciprocity to transform a commercial relationship into one reminiscent of patron and client (roles taken by each merchant in turn over the course of the tale's carefully balanced narrative).
In short, the two poems stand in chiastic relation to each other: the Letter playfully but not unpointedly tries to refigure a patronage relation into a more explicit business transaction between poet and duke, while the Fabula attempts to refashion the commercial relations joining the merchants of its title into a set of affective bonds. The fact that neither of these moves is entirely successful-the payment requested by the Letter still looks somewhat like a gift hoped for from a patron, and the gifts between friends in the Fabula like payments made between business associates-speaks to the degree to which the two types of exchange were in practice always more related modes than distinct systems.
8 By the later Middle Ages, aristocratic patronage had acquired something of a commercial veneer (including the phenomenon of contracted loyalty known as ''bastard feudalism''), 9 while large-scale commercial ventures-which for England had yet to extend into the Mediterranean and remained largely continental-could still frequently 7 As Lerer, Chaucer and His Readers, p. 38, observes, the Letter ''sets us squarely in the everyday practicalities of making a living''; more generally, though still in terms of aristocratic patronage rather than the kind of merchant culture I reference here, he observes that ''[i]n Lydgate's poetics, the business of writing becomes writing about business'' (p. 39; see also p. 52 on ''the business of the poem'' transacted in so many of Lydgate's envoys). depend on interpersonal ties. 10 I should emphasize at this point that I am not claiming that Lydgate himself actually felt much genuine anxiety about the form or functioning of either system. Although he did not spend the entirety of his career in residence at Bury St. Edmunds, as a monk the poet was shielded from the threat of financial insecurity in ways that Chaucer, Gower, and Hoccleve were not (and even these secular poets, as J. A. Burrow has observed, made use of the petitionary form in a semifictional fashion rather than in any strictly autobiographical sense).
11 It goes almost without saying that monasteries provided for the daily needs of their members, but it is worth remembering that Lydgate's home institution had long been one of the very richest establishments in England and so was even more certain of being able to do so than most, despite its abbot William Curteys's concerns over financial decline in the mid-1430s and his implementation of a budget designed to curtail expenses. 12 At the same time, in England by the fifteenth 10 For an overview of the developments in European long-distance trade from the thirteenth through the fifteenth century, see Peter Spufford, Power century an increasingly lax implementation of the Benedictine Rule's prohibition against individual property meant that monks were generally allowed to hold income-producing benefices and to acquire semiprivate funds in the form of allowances, bequests, and pensions, all of which were nominally gifts but which frequently look much more like direct payments for services rendered, both to the monastery and to layfolk beyond its walls.
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Thus we should not be surprised to find Lydgate appearing as an active participant within the late medieval economy rather than observing its complexities from the sidelines. The evidence for the monk's many and varied commissions comes largely from within his poems themselves or else from rubrics added by John Shirley to his copies of them, and what reward Lydgate actually received in return for most of his compositions will probably remain unknown.
14 Nevertheless, records of transactions that took place in the late 1430s testify directly to Lydgate's role as an economic player in and across monastic, courtly, and mercantile spheres. In 1438, he was paid by the abbot of St. Albans for the poem the Life of St. Alban, and in 1439 he was awarded a lifetime royal annuity from the customs at Ipswich (revised in 1440 to be drawn instead from the ''Waytefee'' in Norfolk and Suffolk). When problems arose with the initial payment of the annuity (perhaps, as Derek Pearsall suggests, because the original letters patent directed all the funds to Lydgate, causing some difficulty with Abbot Curteys over their impropriety vis-à-vis the Rule), Lydgate pursued the matter, writing Henry VI directly to ask him for a revised grant naming John Baret, a prominent citizen of Bury and the abbey's treasurer, as joint recipient. The king complied, and the poet then appears to have received payments without difficulty until his death in 1449. 15 At the same time, though no record of payment for them has survived, Lydgate's commissions to 13 The diversity of socioeconomic situations to which Lydgate was exposed may help us to make some sense of the way in both Letter and Fabula a sick or endangered body is saved (or in the case of the Letter, left suspended in the hope of imminent salvation) by interventions that are actually somewhat more appropriate to the other's governing financial scenario; Lydgate's ability to imagine a solution to the problems of the one in terms of the other suggests the extent of his own direct experience of the benefits and pitfalls of both patronage and commerce. 17 Richard Firth Green has noted of the payment to Lydgate for the Life of St. Alban that it is the first made to an English poet explicitly for his verse. 18 It is instructive to consider this fact in light of Georges Bataille's conception of poetry as a form of production that takes place at the expense of the poet, an idea toward which the epigraph to this essay has already gestured. In Bataille's romantic notion-and he himself admits 16 Lydgate's connections to the Lancastrian court and to members of the aristocracy are well known. 17 James Simpson makes a related point when he remarks on the ''jurisdictional complexity of the institutions within which Lydgate worked'' and the related ''discursive variety'' of his output (''The Energies of John Lydgate,'' p. 52).
18 Green, Poets and Princepleasers, pp. 156-57.
that his is an ideal, that ''the word 'poetry' can only be appropriately applied to an extremely rare residue of what it commonly signifies''-such ''poetic expenditure'' is not financial but emotional, even spiritual: ''for the rare human beings who have this element at their disposal . . . the function of representation engages the very life of the one who assumes it. It condemns him to the most disappointing forms of activity, to misery, to despair, to the pursuit of inconsistent shadows that provide nothing but vertigo or rage.'' 19 I will return to this idea at the end of this essay. For now, and despite the anachronism of juxtaposing Bataille's image of literary poesis with the fifteenth-century situation of a poet who was (as far as we know) neither miserable nor despairing, let me remark that if in the Fabula we see Lydgate using the trope of misery and despair to literarily suggestive advantage, the Letter shows him using virtually the same mechanism in the hope of literal profit, or at least of fair recompense. It is, moreover, no accident that this poetwho, as Andrea Denny-Brown remarks, was a ''tireless champion of measure in all things' . Denny-Brown's essay reveals the way Lydgate's frequent turn to images of lack and plenty in Bycorne and in other works speaks to a wider and widely shared set of concerns in this period about the intersection, and potential contradiction, of moral and material economies. Indeed, as Seth Lerer has suggested to me, the placement of the Fabula's action in the Middle East, while in keeping with the tale's narrative tradition, is also suggestive regarding contemporary anxieties about the role played by profit-seeking English merchants in encouraging just the sort of consumer excess that Lydgate decries so explicitly elsewhere. The poem effectively converts the Eastern Other-so frequently represented in the medieval West as the epitome of the self-indulgent, accursed heathen-into a figure of Christian charity. It thus holds up these fictional foreign counterparts as moral exemplars, suggesting, ures of plenitude, celebrated for their wholeness, and figures of lack, whose emptiness cries out to be filled. It is to exploring those images that I now turn.
The Fabula has always been read (that is, when it has been read at all) as a story about the triumph of male friendship over all obstacles. But the significance of this versified fable, like that of the Letter, springs less from its narrative of homosocial bonding than from its depiction of illness both physical and fiscal. It may at first seem like I am simply resummarizing the Fabula's plot when I insist on reviewing the way it portrays these ailments by way of a related nexus of images of scarcity and plenty; the poem is, after all, a tale of two merchants and their goods, and it is hard to imagine from where else its drama should come if not at least in part from the fact of their shared profession. Curiously, however, what limited scholarship exists on the fable has avoided the obvious in favor of tracing how Lydgate's story revisits and revises the love triangle of Chaucer's Knight's Tale. 21 This turn to the so-called father of English poetry to explain the work of one of his ''sons'' is an example in small of the critical phenomenon that has until very recently characterized Lydgate scholarship as a whole. 22 But it is only when we take however obliquely, that English (and so Christian) merchants ought to be all the more able than the Fabula's spiritually untaught protagonists-whose generous acts can be understood as all the more remarkable, given their pagan status-to act with similar selflessness. The Fabula's final words point in this direction, for there the narrator prays that ''God . . . His grace sende, / That euery freend to othir be as trewe, / As were thes marchauntis always iliche newe,'' and the poem's very last lines encourage its audience to join him in this socially and spiritually conscious appeal: ''This is my desyr in al degrees of men: / That it so be, I pray you, seith 'Amen' '' (906-10). 21 Lydgate on his own terms, removing him forcibly from the Chaucerian shade in which he himself often tried to stand, that the rich fullnessrather than barren emptiness-of his verse comes most clearly into view.
Take in this regard the Fabula's neatly aligned opening description of both Egyptian merchant and Egyptian landscape, a longish passage in which human being and geographical territory mirror each other's bounty. The merchant is in fact said to be ''bountevous'' (3)-both virtuous and generous-while his homeland is annually made ''plentevous,'' or abundantly fertile, by the ''ouerflowyd'' Nile (30, 25). The Egyptian is likewise someone in whom ''alle vertues . . . wern aggregat'' and who is ''[o]f vices voyd'' (5-6), while in Egypt ''mercymony,'' goods, are ''ful reedy and ful copious'' (31-32). 23 Both person and place, in other words, are veritable treasuries, of goodness on the one hand and of goods on the other. To this moral and mercantile surfeit we can compare the third stanza of the Letter to Gloucester, in which the lack of a financial ''flood'' into the poet's purse has halted the passage of ships (that is, gold nobles, stamped with the image of a ship in this period) and so made the speaker's ''custom skars' ' (19, 23) . 24 Equally dry, remarks a later stanza of the Letter, is a ''marbil stoon'' from which it is ''harde to likke hony . . . / For ther is nouthir licour nor moisture'' (33-34). 25 In the Fabula's opening, we learn that Egypt too is generally dry, ''desolat / Of cloude and reynes,'' but with the crucial difference that its land is reliably ''irrigat'' each year by the mighty river (22-24). Not so the dry ground of the Letter-writer's purse, which without fiscal watering remains but ''bareyn soyl'' that is ''sool and solitarye'' (58).
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Although the Egyptian merchant of the Fabula is as ripe with goodness as his homeland from the poem's beginning, the promise of that 23 In addition to the possible moral valence of the setting (see note 20 above), Egypt's plenty was a commonplace. See 26 This is a financial solitude that the Egyptian merchant will himself experience firsthand when the wheel of his fiscal fortunes has turned and he finds that '' 'I pleye sool' '' (Fabula, 551).
ethical ripeness is only brought to fruition-a metaphor I use deliberately, for the concept of fruitfulness suffuses the tale 27 -when he and the merchant from Baldac, though ''disseueryd by absence'' (87) become so ''ful . . . of oon accordement'' that they are ''[a]s oon in too and too in oon for euere '' (96-97) . 28 This bond is further strengthened when the two finally meet, and the Egyptian gives his friend free rein over his goods with the words:
''What so I haue, is platly in your myht. I feffe [endow] you fully in al my good and riht. Beth glad and wolcom: I can sey you no more. Haue her myn hand for now and evirmore.'' (179-82)
As Jonathan Gil Harris has shown, English mercantile writing of the sixteenth century was to embrace the literary conventions of romance, a form of narrative appropriation that, he argues, ''lent a fairytale veneer to the mercenary ambitions of mercantilism.'' 29 A similar move is being made here in Lydgate's poem, as the forms and figures of courtship, devotion, and promise step in to mask what in the fifteenth century could easily have been imagined as a much more impersonal and largely commercial relation. 30 In fact, it is worth noting that the poem, while consistently emphasizing the fact of its protagonists' careers, never gives them the chance to become business partners. They are from the outset bound to each other ''by report and by noon othir mene'' (48), drawn together by a mutual ''affeccioun'' (88) founded on their moral similarity; as the narrator explains, ''[t]weyne of o kynde togidre drawe neere'' so that (in general as in this particular case) ''[h]onour is weddyd vnto 27 For example: ''As for a norshyng, her frutys to fecunde, / With corn and greyn to make the lond habounde'' (27-28); and ''But weel is hym, that may the frute atteyne, / As whilom diden thes noble marchauntis tweyne'' (132-33). That same fruit of prosperity, however, becomes later in the poem an example of the kind of wealth that can be lost should it become excessive: ''yiff a tre with frut be ovirlade. . . . / Both braunche and bouh wol enclyne and fade. . . . / Right so it farith of fals felicite, / That yif his weihte mesure do exceede, / Than of a fal gretly is to dreede'' (610-16).
28 For Stretter, these lines refer to the ''proverbial one soul in two bodies'' (''Rewriting Perfect Friendship,'' 248). 29 worthynesse'' (73, 82). The imagery that here binds the merchants in loving friendship is not only proleptic of but in a sense also a prophylactic against the romantic love that will threaten to come between them. That is, the vocabulary of one-ness and likeness both anticipates the Syrian's attraction to and eventual union with the Egyptian's fiancée and simultaneously renders these events harmless by making the merchants' connection the primary one: the two men, after all, are here firmly ''weddyd'' to each other before they ever meet and well before the actual marriage takes place. 31 Furthermore, what might in another context have become a flourishing commercial exchange is here made to look instead like an ideal gift economy, in which neither surplus nor lack is experienced on either side. 32 The Egyptian and the Syrian apparently never exchange goods in a quest for profit, but rather share them out of a deeply equitable camaraderie:
By lond or se the good her chapmen carye Was entircomownyd by her bothys assent: Yiff oon hadde ouht plesaunt or necessarye, Vnto the tothir anoon he hath it sent.
(92-95)
Although the Syrian finally travels to Egypt not primarily to see his friend but rather ''[f]or marchaundise, that was in that contre'' (102), even the weather cooperates in the poem's program of subduing of the vagaries of commercial activity and allowing unobstructed courtship to blossom in its place. For in contrast to the ''froward'' [unfavorable] wind that in the Letter prevents golden ships from anchoring in the harbor of the speaker's purse (18), in the Fabula it is a ''blisful wynd''-like many a helpful breeze in medieval romance-that ''in-to [the Syrian's] seyl hath blowe / His ship to dryve'' (104-5). And while a ''skars'' custom is the result of the contrary weather in the Letter (23), it is ''no skarsete'' but rather fullness of all kinds that greets the Syrian upon his arrival in Egypt, as we have already seen above in the Egyptian's welcoming of 31 On the relationship of the protagonist's formal pledges to the conventions of noble courtesy, see Farvolden, '' 'Love Can No Frenship,' '' pp. 28-29 and 32-33. 32 For a thorough overview of theories of both forms of exchange and the difficulty (in both theory and practice) of actually disentangling the two (something the contortions of the Letter and the Fabula make clear as well), see John Frow, ''Gift and Commodity, ' In this passage the word ''ful,'' most strictly an adverbial intensive meaning ''very,'' contributes to the passage's overall impression of fullness both material and emotional; we are clearly to understand the Egyptian's home as a site not just of satisfactory completion but of repletion.
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And yet the Syrian guest's ''weel arrayed'' room soon becomes the setting for a somber scene reminiscent of the deathbed scenario described with dark humor by the speaker of the Letter to Gloucester. The begging-poem's fourth stanza relates how the purse becomes increasingly ill as its financial distress continues: 34 Similarly, the doctors in the Fabula come prepared to turn the Syrian inside-out in order to discover the cause of his infirmity, bringing with them both ''goode siropys to make dygestyues'' and ''[p]elotes [pills] expert for evacuatyues'' (275-77). And because the doctors assume that the cause of the merchant's illness lies within, they look not just metaphorically but rather literally ''[f]ul deepe'' as they try ''to serchen out the trouthe'' (317): though they cannot actually open their patient up, they rely (as per standard medieval medical practice) on his body's excretions for their diagnosis, examining first his sweat and then his urine (270, 323-29).
The Fabula and Letter both reveal, to borrow another useful phrase from Harris's work on a later text (in this case, The Merchant of Venice), ''the pathological underbelly of desire, whether romantic or commercial.'' 35 But unlike the distraught speaker of the Letter, who knows precisely what pathology has affected his purse, the Egyptian merchant and the ''leechis many on'' (267) whom he summons to his friend's sickbed are initially at a loss even to diagnose, let alone cure, the Syrian's illness. And in the poem's tracing of their frustrated search ''to fynd out roote 34 It is this kind of laxative that a thirteenth-century Latin verse satirically recommends: ' Reviewing humoral theory along with the attending doctors, the narrator describes all the ways in which the sick Syrian might have been suffering from some kind of ''excesse'' (290). The physicians discount ''effymera,'' caused by too much food, or thought, or extreme temperature (288-94); ''putrida,'' in which any humor ''synneth in quantite'' or whose ''flowyng,'' unlike the Egyptian Nile, ''is to plentevous'' and ''excedith mesoure'' (295-98); and two types of ''sinochus,'' diagnosed, respectively, as either the excessive ''quantite'' or ''qualite'' of a single humor (299-303). 36 But as we readers of the poem already know, the Syrian does not need to be emptied by the purgatives that the doctors have brought, since what ails him is not a surplus in need of voiding but a lack in need of filling.
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He has, in fact, what seems to be very much a merchant's disease, since what he requires is the '' 'maiden' '' whom, he notes to himself, his friend has '' 'kept for his owne stoor' '' (244). In other words, the Syrian, despite his joyful participation up to this point in the gift economy he has formed with his Egyptian friend, cannot help but consider the girl as a kind of commodity that was once freely available on the open market but is now, to his dismay, no longer in circulation. 38 To his still- mercantile mind, the girl is-like the goods the merchants exchanged earlier in the poem-a ''necessarye'' (94) for which he has nothing to recompense the Egyptian but his desire for her. And it is only once the physicians note this lack, signified by the ''remys [watery], attenuat . . . ful thynne and wannyssh'' quality of their patient's urine that they realize the Syrian has ''falle[n]'' into the ''malencolye'' of lovesickness (321-26).
39 Although this malady is physically manifested by ''aquosite . . . / Without substaunce'' and ''voyde . . . of colour'' (327-28), the problem, as the poem now indicates, is caused not by depletion but by inflation: lovesickness is a disease that leads the sufferer improperly to ''trowe a wight for love mor fayr or pure, / Than evir hym ordeyned hath God or nature'' (342-43). Despite the fact that its root lies in a kind of morally suspect overvaluation, a ''corrupcioun . . . / of thilke vertu callid estimatiff '' (337-38), the remedy for lovesickness (at least in this poem) is not to be found in a measured reestimation of the beloved's worth any more than it is in the ''good siropys'' and ''precious poudrys'' that the doctors come prepared to administer (275, 278). Rather, a cure lies only in attaining the unique object of desire that, as the poem is at pains to note, is one for which no substitute can be found. For though the Egyptian parades ''alle the ladyes and maydenys of his hous'' before his friend (372)-in a fashion that more closely resembles a display of wares from which the Syrian may choose a lover rather than an investigative lineup to discover the person he already loves-the sick man admits that he '' 'may nat chesyn' '' any but the one he has already chosen: '' 'Ther is noon other, that I love can' '' (410).
The commercial language that depicts the girl as accumulated property (''stoor,'' 244) and the medical discourse of melancholy that portrays her as something whose value can be assessed and even overestimated figures the Egyptian's fiancée more as commodity than uring the impersonal international market as a familiar and affective domestic space), the language of love reinforces the kind of ''private singularization'' that, Igor Kopytoff notes, works to counter the impersonalizing force of commoditization. 40 The poem works hard to perform this kind of singularization, and it does so, somewhat paradoxically, by homing in on the girl's total possession of all desirable qualities. Capitalizing again on the double sense of ''ful,'' it informs us that she is ''[f]ul wys,'' ''ful of honeste,'' ''ful of affiaunce,'' and ''ful war of governaunce'' (379-80, 387, 389). But all this fullness never reaches the point of overflow since she is also ''[i]n moral vertu mesuryd'' (388) and is, in sum, a perfectly balanced entity: ''In hir was nothyng, that nature myht amende'' (392). Again, as conventional as this language may be, drawn as it is once more from the standard romance vocabulary of courtly love, what is remarkable is the way Lydgate's use of it plays so neatly against the trope of medical and mercantile emptiness that characterizes the lovelorn Syrian at this very same point in the poem. The girl, who is ''hool of hir herte'' (386), is what the merchant needs to become, as he himself will later say, '' 'hool and sound' '' (434).
For if his urine is ''voyde . . . of color,'' so too by extension is the merchant's unfulfilled heart a void that he is at first left ''al sool'' to lament in a similarly ''voyded'' room (219). This is a psychosomatic emptiness that, like Lydgate's purse in the Letter, needs to be filled. But while the writer of the Letter needs an immediate cash payment in a patronage system dominated-and as the poem works to suggest, problematically so-by the largely arbitrary nature of the gift, the commercially adept Syrian merchant, who at this point imagines that he could never repay his friend for the girl, instead needs precisely the kind of offering that, in Georg Simmel's terms, ''is not occasioned by any gratitude'' but rather by ''spontaneous devotion to the other.'' 41 The gift, as John Frow notes of Derrida's argument in Given Time, ''is the opposite of and interrupts economy,'' and while for Derrida any return, even in the form of gratitude, cancels out the gift as such, the terms of the Fabula at this point in its narrative trajectory seem to suggest that this moment represents just such another interruption in the two men's already more-than-exclusively-economic connection to each other. 42 '' 'To me,' '' the generous Egyptian begs his sick friend, '' 'vncloose the somme of your desyre,' '' adding '' 'mystrust to lokke it vp fro me' '' (361, 363). 43 The tenor (or, in metaphorical terms, the vehicle) of these encouraging words is yet another example of the way the Fabula tries to transfer the language of the market into the realm of the gift, for the mercantile vocabulary of containers, locks, and sums is deployed by the Egyptian (who earlier would ''for no cost . . . spare / To haue restoored the sike to weelfare'' [265-66]) with the exclusive aim of satisfying his friend's emotional needs. Opening under this friendly pressure his previously ''closyd . . . wounde'' and displaying the ''bollyng'' [inflammation] that ''festrith'' within (225, 227), 44 the Syrian in turn receives a double reward, or, more accurately, a double gift. 45 '' 'I gyf hir the,' '' the Egyptian says twice over of his decision to confer the girl upon his friend (420, 422; my emphasis). But just as important, or so it would seem given the stress the poem places on the matter, the Egyptian also volunteers to '' 'bere thexpence fully and costage' '' of the marriage ceremony (425). The double generosity of this gesture-the gift of money as well as of the girl-highlights the degree to which the poem is trying to leave the concerns of the market behind; the Egyptian, at least at this point, gives ''ful and hool'' without expectation of return (421).
46 Tellingly, at this point the poet too claims his own ''wante [of] witt'' to describe all the 42 Frow, ''Gift and Commodity,'' p. 107; his reference is to Jacques Derrida, Given Time: I. Counterfeit Money, trans. Peggy Kamuf (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992), p. 12. 43 This line both looks back to and yet reverses the terms of enclosure with which the men's mutual affection is at first described, when ''Love,'' which ''berith the keye and also the cliket'' serves as a ''trewe porteer'' that ''lok[e]s'' them inside each other's hearts (61-63). 44 On the hidden wound as an image of melancholic love, see Wells, The Secret Wound, pp. [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] . 45 Here again we can use a comparison with the Fabula to see more clearly how the Letter tries to invert patronage into commerce. For while in the romance it will be an unasked-for gift from a fellow merchant that heals the Syrian, the Letter, playing on the double meaning of the term for both a medical recipe and a sum of money, directly asks Gloucester (''my Lord'') to doctor the sick purse with ''a receyt of plate and coignage'' (39-40; my emphasis). See MED, s.v. receit(e, 1 and 4. 46 Later, however, the Egyptian will decide to ''preeve his freend at neede'' and travel to Syria ''for to make assay'' (642-43). The poem's struggle to maintain his first gift as a perfect one given without hope of reciprocation is demonstrated in the very next stanza, when, having arrived at his destination, the Egyptian decides he would rather be '' 'ded . . . for shamfastnesse' '' rather than '' 'shewe a poynt to hym [the Syrian] of my distresse' '' (650-51).
''passaunt costys'' and ''purveiance'' of the wedding feast (438, 435-36); the surplus, almost excessive, nature of the gift in turn seems to exceed the limits of his language, or at least excuses his turn to occupatio. But what Lydgate still manages to make clear is that the Egyptian has not only played a better doctor than the doctors by opening ''the tonne / Of friendly triacle'' on his friend's behalf, 47 but has also more than made good any loss sustained by the Syrian during his illness: ''nevir I radde yit,'' the narrator comments, ''O freend to a-nothir that so weel hath hym quit'' (446-48).
The language of ''quitting,'' of payback, now also takes on a authorially self-reflexive cast, for here Lydgate interrupts the tale to inform its readers that his own narrative debt to them, as incurred up to this point, has been discharged in full:
Off this mateer what shuld I write mor? I wil entrete this processe forth in pleyn: Hir and hir iowellys, hir richesse and hir stor He hath hym youen, the stoory seith certeyn, And hom with al repayred is ageyn And lad hir with him, as was his freendys wyl, Which cowde nat feyne his plesaunce to fulfyl.
(456-62)
Now that the Egyptian merchant has given (''youen'') the girl and her goods (''hir richesse and . . . stor'') to his friend-in another appearance of the verb ''to give'' that emphasizes the transaction as gift rather than commodity exchange-the poet can make claim to legitimate use of occupatio, implying in his ''Off this mateer what shuld I write mor?'' that there is nothing left to do but summarize the action so far ''in pleyn. '' 48 At an earlier point the narrator, referring to the horror of any distance that separates ''hem, that loven trewe,'' had cause to lament the ''bitter 47 In the Letter, by contrast, the ''tonne'' of the purse has been ''attamyd'' by poverty (51), which Hammond, ''Poet and Patron,'' reads as a metaphor for piercing and exhausting (128). A vessel of metaphorical medicine appears later in the Fabula to represent the kind Egyptian's subsequent loss of fortune. The poem notes that while ''[w]ho that wil entren to tamen of the sweete, / He mvst as weel taken his aventure / To taste in bittir, or he the vessel leete'' (701-3), the Egyptian has ''i-dronken at the fulle'' of both and especially of the latter (the bitter), so much so that it has ''maad his hed to dulle, / That he ne lest but litil lawh or smyle'' (708-11).
48 On marriage as a prime site of premodern gift exchange, see Davis, The Gift, pp. 27-29.
bale hangyng in ballaunce'' (120, 124)-a phrase that, like the ''countirpeys'' [counterweight] of the Letter (26), practically begs us to picture a merchant's scales. 49 Here, just slightly past the midpoint of the Fabula, both the emotional and narrative budgets have been brought into balance; all has been, to pun slightly, but I think not inappropriately, on the language of the passage above, ''repayred'' and ''fulfyl[ed]' ' (460, 462) . 50 But in the second part of the poem the narrator, to his own proclaimed distress, must return to considering the ever-present threat of imbalance in the market economy to which its protagonists also belong, and in which that which easily comes may also easily go (even while in the Fabula's final analysis this problem, too, will be solved by a generous gift rather than by the ebb and flow of the market).
This threat of financial upset is one lived out in the Letter to Gloucester and the Fabula alike. In the Letter, Lydgate notes that ''[a]n ernest grote, whan it is dronke and goon, / Bargeyn of marchauntys, stant in aventure' ' (35-36) . 51 Having spent freely in order to consume at will, the speaker now wryly joins his purse in the shared ''adventure'' of poverty: ''My purs and I be callyd,'' he remarks, ''to the lure / Off indigence, our stuff leyd in morgage'' (37-38), a phrase recognizable as all the more fitting when we realize that in Middle English, lure can mean either an enticement or the open mouth of a bag. 52 A similar fiscal and physically figured disaster overtakes the generous Egyptian merchant in the Fabula, for when Fortune spins her wheel so that, like the ''vp-so-doun'' purse of the Letter (13), it too is ''turned vp so doun,'' he ''is ffallen and plonget in povert / Thoruh vanysshyng of his possessioun'' (520-22).
This ''vanysshyng'' of commercial capital effects a corresponding loss of social prestige: the merchant, a ''new Iob, i-cast in indigence,'' is quite suddenly ''valyd adoun from hih degre / Ful many a steihr in-to wrechydnesse'' (526, 542-43). He has been, that is, valley-ed, or brought low, but also, and quite literally, de-valued. 53 And the experience of that devaluation is something that, as another potential pun on Lydgate's part may suggest, the merchant himself can only understand in the commercial terms he knows best: ''Hym thouhte,'' the same passage notes, ''it was to hym a newe emprise'' (539). 54 While the MED, s.v. emprise, does not indicate a possible commercial connotation of the term, whose primary meaning is ''undertaking,'' the OED, s.v. emprise, notes two uses in the late fourteenth century (in Barbour's The Bruce and Gower's Confessio Amantis) that are inflected by a sense of value. Even if this kind of wordplay is not Lydgate's intention here, the fact that the Egyptian finds poverty to be a new ''undertaking'' implies that he is comparing it to his previously successful commercial activities. 55 The concepts of commerce and infection are returned to near the poem's end, when the poet reflects on the difficulty a king has in preventing treason in his realm: ''Ful hard it were taccomplisshen his desyr / Or in his rewme such a bargeyn dryve: / The aeyer infect, the weder is nat cleer / Ne never ne shal, whil tresoun is so ryve'' (862-65, my emphasis). For an interesting playing out of the concept of infection and its relationship to language and the body in the work of another late medieval poet, see R. Allen Shoaf, The last two lines of this lament particularly recall the Letter, in which we have already seen a ''froward'' wind at work (18). Several lines later in that shorter work, playing on the alchemical terms for silver and gold, the poet comments upon the eclipse of ''Sol and Luna'' in his purse and its resultant ''lynyng dirk'' (29, 31), comparing the bag's shadowy interior with the brightness of the coins it lacks. 56 So too in the Fabula, in the passage just quoted above, that which was once ''fulle'' has not so much dissipated as darkened (''derkyd'') into ''wane.'' This is a darkness that contrasts both with the light of the tale's opening, where we learn that ''no dirknesse of the nyht'' can overcome the ''beemys'' of each merchant's virtue (66-67), and also with the ''liht of presence'' that the Syrian is said to experience with joy when he first arrives in his friend's homeland (119)-a light itself compared to the ''blake nyht of sorwe'' that characterizes absence (113).
The Fabula's juxtaposition of darkness and light is but one of the several ways in which its poet reacts to the twinned tragedies of his tale. Thinking at the halfway point upon the mercantile ills he must describe in the ''remenaunt'' (518) of the fable (remenaunt being, of course, a term with its own financial connotations), 57 Lydgate comments of and to his own story that ''It sitt the nat enlwmyned for to be / Of othir colour but oonly al of sable'' (512-13). 58 Although the Egyptian merchant is anything but in the black, as we might say in our contemporary parlance, only black ink will do to tell his part of the story-if, that is, the poet can bear to keep moving his pen across the page. For like the lovestruck merchant unable to speak his pain in the first half of the narrative, so now does the poet here claim that he is practically struck dumb with grief, petrified by a Medusa-like Fortune:
For verray stonyng of Fortunys fikylnesse, That for the merveyle no woord I can expresse.
(500-504)
While this is the most exaggerated of his emotional responses to the ''makyng'' of his ''mateer,'' it is neither the first nor the last time that the narrator of the Fabula alludes to his own pain and suffering. ' The heartfelt sorrows, and particularly the financial woes of the Egyptian merchant that the poet of the Fabula makes his own, are the same grievances that the speaker of the Letter to Gloucester shares with his impoverished purse. In fact, the pecuniary pain suffered by the Egyptian in the Fabula and by the purse in the Letter produce exactly the same physical result in their stories' scribe, as this juxtaposition of passages, one of which we have already seen above, reveals:
Riht myhty prince, and it be your wille, Condescende leiser for to take To seen the content of this litil bille, Which whan I wrot, myn hand I felte quake.
( For the poet of the Letter, economic and corporeal distress go virtually hand in hand; for the writer of the Fabula, the mere contemplation of a fictional character's poverty has a literal, deleterious effect on the hand that pens the tale. 60 The poet of the Fabula attempts to ease his suffering by explaining, almost as if to himself, that ill Fortune is in fact a kind of bitter but ultimately efficacious medicinal draught (701-4). Yet as the end of both Letter and Fabula make perfectly clear, it is not in Fortune but rather in fortune that a cure is to be found. Money-that liquidity to which the Letter refers in its pun on the historical remedy of ''aurum potabile'' [drinkable gold] (46), itself reminiscent of the ''gold in physik'' of which Chaucer's Physician is so fond (I.443)-is the potion that will save both the poet and the Egyptian merchant.
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The role that money plays in the resolution (or, in the case of the Letter, the imagined resolution) of these two poems reveals once more, and perhaps most clearly, how the two works function as economic inversions of each other. In the Fabula, money-in the form of capitalforms the second half of the Syrian merchant's gift to his friend: after rescuing him from death, he then ''to richesse restor [ (882). The Syrian thus returns in kind the Egyptian's earlier double gift of life (in the form of the girl who healed his fatal lovesickness) and of money (the cost of his wedding and the girl's dowry). But unlike the Egyptian's initial gift to the Syrian, this second gift of the Syrian to the Egyptian does not so much displace commercial concerns as reembrace them, since in effect the ''richesse'' to which he is ''restored'' will enable the Egyptian to again enter the market economy from which his losses had temporarily exiled him. For all its attempts to create a realm of the gift untroubled by the concerns of the market, then, the conclusion of the Fabula would seem to suggest that an escape from those concerns is never fully possible, and perhaps not even entirely desirable.
The verbal alchemy of the Letter turns money into metaphor in order to present itself, at least on the surface, as a gift from poet to patron. In the process, however, the poem subtly suggests the ways in which the patronage system is little more than a market in disguise. Most importantly, the emphasis the Letter gives to commercial and financial terminology implies that the system might function more effectively if its participants were to acknowledge its true form. For while the poem implies that a gift of gold will ease the purse's ''compleynt'' of ''nichil habet'' (52), 62 the fact is that any gold turned over as a response to the ''content of this litil bille'' would almost automatically become less a gift than an explicit payment for services rendered-for, that is, the commodity that the poem, by virtue of its creative ''bill[ing]'' of its client, reveals itself to be. 63 Yet the poem's necessarily inconclusive ending, its very status as begging-poem whose author awaits a materially attentive response, suggests that-as for the merchants of the Fabula, for whom there is no real way out of the marketplace-so too for pa-may be, its metaphorical reference to the ''wether'' somewhat passiveaggressively hints at the problem with the patronage system of poetic production and reward in which the poet claims to find himself caught and which the Letter likewise subtly protests: namely, patronage's weatherlike arbitrariness and inconstancy, two faults that might be contrasted with the steadfast emotional and economic reciprocity that binds the two merchants of the Fabula from beginning to end of their story.
The ''ebbe'' and ''scarsete'' in this passage from the Fall of Princes should remind us, as well, of the cycles of drought and flood both monetary and meteorological in the Letter and the Fabula, even as they lead us to think further about the pecuniary cycles, however likewise performative, of Lydgate's own career. As the poet well knew, and as the Envoy to Book 9 of the Fall of Princes suggests-with its plea to be relieved once more of ''cotidien'' fever by ''liberal largesse,'' of an ''ebbe of froward skarsete'' by a ''spryng flood of gracious plente'' and of ''constreyned indigence'' by ''plentevous inffluence'' (IX.3345-51)-the temporary reprieve of economic distress in a world governed by fickle Fortune (in all senses) or fickle friends is precisely that: temporary. What lasts, or so Lydgate suggests, is the expression of that distress, something that, as I have already argued above, the poet turns into a commodity in the Letter when he asks Gloucester to consider the ''content of this litel bille'' and-he implies-pay for its metaphorically full exploration of emptiness, its no-holds-barred exposure of the ''lynyng'' of the poet's ''outward'' purse (3, 7).
Returning now to Bataille's remark that ''representation engages the very life of the one who assumes it,'' we might say that this is precisely what the Letter also argues when it uses an empty, mortally ill moneybag as a figure for the impoverished versifier. 66 But as many a medieval poet before and after Lydgate suggested to his (or her) patron, literary representation-pace Bataille-might also be said to preserve the life of those who support it, since such representation memorializes them for posterity. To this familiar topos Lydgate, as a monk in a position to pray as well as write for his patrons, could add a further enticement, something of which he takes full advantage in his 1441 petition to Henry VI requesting a revision to the terms of his annuity. Referring in that docu-ellas ye lordes why nill ye se and reward his pouerte (37-44) 72 Like the ''lynyng outward'' of the Letter's purse, here the ''thred bare coule'' of ''this lidgate'' exposes not only the poet's supposed indigence but also the problems inherent to the systems of exchange in which he and his verse are implicated. These lines by Shirley construct the poet, in fact, much as this essay has argued that he used the Letter to construct himself: as someone caught between the rock of patronage and the hard place of the market (whose terrors we have seen him deflect in turn through the Fabula's fiction of friendship). Having spent his ''moche konnynge'' on apparently unseeing ''lordis'' and his ''nobles'' and ''shylinges'' on himself, it is now Lydgate, rather than his purse, who for Shirley best figures the kind of ''pouerte'' that deserves ''reward.'' Where the Letter uses the language of commercial transaction to reveal (if not fully to change) the fraught nature of patronage, and the Fabula employs the ideal of the gift in an (incomplete) attempt to transform its professional protagonists into mutual patrons, Shirley's two versions of Lydgate in the kalendars-as courtly servant in need of a gift, and as impoverished worker in need of payment-together celebrate the poet's makyng, writ large, in just the sort of contradictory terms the monk would have well understood. Moreover, in the kalendar to MS Additional 29729, it is Lydgate himself who becomes the prized commodity whose value we have only just begun to reestimate. ''[S]uche as he is,'' Shirley declares, ''haue we no mo'' (36).
72 Green cites lines 37-40 of this passage as evidence of Lydgate's (and other poets') need for ''financial recognition'' by their patrons (Poets and Princepleasers, p. 167). On Stow's copy, see Connolly, John Shirley, pp. 76-77; on this plea, which Connolly notes is unusual in having been made by Lydgate's scribe rather than by the poet himself, see pp. 84-85. As is evident from my argument, I understand the verses as far more meaningful than does Connolly, who sees them as a monastic and literary joke; this is not to say, however, that I take them to be true in any literal sense.
